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Introduction
Colorectal cancer (CRC) has high prevalence and mortality worldwide [1] . Distant metastasis accounts for $90% of CRC deaths. Once metastasized, 5-year survival drops to 13.1%, compared with 90.1% for non-metastatic CRC patients [2] . To enable the early assessment of metastasis potential and its effective prevention and treatment, it is crucial to discover and exploit the principles that govern the initiation and growth of CRC metastasis.
Large-scale efforts [3] have revealed comprehensive genomic mutation profiles in primary tumors of CRC patients; however, genomic landscapes of metastatic tumors remain under-explored. Recent studies revealed extensive intratumor heterogeneity (ITH), in which distinct cell populations, called subclones, carry distinct mutations. Knowledge of subclones profoundly impacts our understanding of tumor progression, drug resistance, and metastasis [4, 5] . It is increasingly clear that cancer genomes develop and evolve in a complex fashion [6] [7] [8] [9] , and without considering ITH, genome-informed precision medicine may not be fruitful due to insufficient understanding of the dynamic processes leading to metastasis.
Multiregion whole-exome sequencing (WES) or whole-genome sequencing have demonstrated ITH in several cancer types to date; however, most previous studies analyzed only primary tumors but not metastatic tumors [10] . Therefore, the subclonal architecture of metastatic tumors remains under-explored, and little is known about how their subclonal architecture relate to that of the primary tumors from which they derive.
In the current study, we sought to explore the effect of ITH on CRC metastasis. We conducted high-depth (>150Â) multiregion WES in 28 tissues from four CRC patients with matched primary and metastatic tumors to characterize ITH and subclone architecture and revealed the clonal and subclonal evolutionary routes from primary to metastatic tumors of the same patients.
Patients and methods

Patient description
This study included 28 samples from four CRC patients (supplementary Table S1 , available at Annals of Oncology online). There were 23 multiregion tumor samples (supplementary Table S2 , available at Annals of Oncology online), including 10 primary tumors, 3 positive lymph nodes, and 10 metastatic tumors, along with 5 normal samples (one adjacent normal tissue for each patient and one additional normal lymph node for patient A02). For all patients, we arbitrarily labeled tumor regions as Pri-1, Pri-2, etc. for primary tumors, Met-1, Met-2, etc. for metastatic tumors, and Lym-1, Lym-2, etc. for positive lymph nodes. All metastatic tumors and positive lymph nodes were resected 1-3 years after the removal of the corresponding primary tumors.
Multiregion WES, data processing, and analysis
We employed an empirically optimized protocol to extract DNA from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded samples and used NimbleGen SeqCap EZ Exome V2.0 kit for library construction and Illumina HiSeq 2000 for paired-end sequencing. After best-practice protocol for sequencing quality control (QC) and alignment, we used MuTect [11] to call mutations in tumors and obtained a high-confidence mutation set after rigorous filtering. We inferred phylogenetic trees of tumor blocks based on the mutation patters in each of the patients using PHYLIP [12] . Finally, we inferred subclones using PyClone [13] , and constructed subclonal architectures and evolutionary routes based on the mutation patterns in the subclones. Details of data processing, analysis, and QC are described in supplementary materials, available at Annals of Oncology online, including supplementary Tables S3 and S4 and Figures S1-S3, available at Annals of Oncology online.
Results
Inter-and intra-individual genomic heterogeneity revealed by mutation sharing analysis
The average sequencing depth of cleaned WES data after removing duplicates was $150Â (ranging from 123 to 209Â), and the average insert size of paired-end reads was 100 bp (ranging from 91 to 113 bp). Supplementary Tables S5-S8, available at Annals of Oncology online list the complete mutations for each patient. The mutations in all patients exhibited signatures characterized predominantly by C > T transition, with four substitution patterns, ACG > ATG, CCG > CTG, GCG > GTG, and TCG > TTG, at the neighboring trinucleotides (supplementary Figure S4 , available at Annals of Oncology online), consistent with those reported for CRC [9, 14] . Moreover, we identified known driver genes that are frequently reported in previous studies, such as APC, KRAS, and TP53 (supplementary Tables S5-S8 , available at Annals of Oncology online). Recurrent mutations were rare between different patients, indicating the significant inter-individual heterogeneity. Three non-synonymous mutations were shared by two patients, including mutations in MUC2 (between patients A01 and A04), KRT8 (between A01 and A03), and MAML2 (between A01 and A02). The percentage of trunk mutations shared by all tumor regions versus all types of trunk mutations was 76%, 46%, 71%, and 96% in patient A01, A02, A03, and A04, respectively, indicating the varying ITH levels among patients.
Primary and metastatic tumors differ significantly based on analysis of mutation CCFs
We further explored ITH based on mutation CCFs, which provided a finer scale than mutation sharing analysis. We obtained $20 000 accurately called germline heterozygous variants in exonic and intronic regions (supplementary Table S4 , available at Annals of Oncology online), and incorporated the inferred CNAs (supplementary Figure S5 and Tables S9-S12, available 
Metastatic tumors exhibit less ITH than primary tumors
We constructed phylogenetic trees ( Figure 1 ) of all tumor regions in each patient based on identified mutations [12] . We divided trunk mutations into different clones or subclones according to their estimated CCFs: the mutations in the root of the trunk were clonal mutations and others were subclonal mutations with decreasing CCFs along the trunk of the tree upwards. The clones or subclones were represented by different colors, and the numbers of mutations in them were proportional to the lengths. For all patients, a large number of mutations were shared by all tumor regions, as represented by the lengths of tree trunks (Figure 1) . Importantly, genomic diversity appeared to be reduced within metastatic tumors compared with primary tumors, as evidenced by the shorter distances among metastatic tumor regions than those among primary tumor regions ( Figure 1 , with an exception for patient A02 who had only one metastatic tumor block analyzed).
Subclonal architecture suggests a possible polyclonal seeding in CRC metastasis
We next analyzed the subclonal architectures using mutation CCFs. In Figure 2 , we used different colors of ovals to label the clones or subclones, with the size representing their corresponding CCFs. In patient A01 (Figure 2 ), we observed four subclones (2, 3, 4, and 5) with varying CCFs in each of the primary tumor regions, and three of them (2, 3, and 5) were also in the metastatic tumor. By comparison, cluster 6 contained subclonal mutations in each of the metastatic tumor regions but not in any primary tumor. Mutations in cluster 5 had low CCFs in the primary tumor but a much higher CCF in metastatic tumor, suggesting that this subclone might contain important drug-resistant and/or metastasis-promoting mutations. Cluster 6 was not observed in primary tumor regions and thus likely either contained de novo mutations during the growth of the metastasis or were not sampled in the primary tumor blocks. For each patient, the linear and/or branching relationships of all subclones were deduced and depicted based on mutation CCFs, ignoring the leaf mutations (the last cluster in each patient) due to the lack of information to infer their relationships (Figure 2 , left panels). For example, in the primary tumor of patient A01, both the yellow and the green subclones derived in the same parental red subclonal cells (i.e. they were both linear in relationship to the red subclone) but they occupied different subpopulations of cells (i.e. they were branches in relationship to each other within the red subclone). Clearly, both the yellow and the blue subclones were inherited in the metastatic tumors, indicating a possible polyclonal metastasis seeding mechanism in this patient.
Remarkably, similar to patient A01, data for all of the other patients also revealed the existence of multiple subclones in metastatic tumors (Figure 2 ). For patient A03, the subclones inherited in the metastatic tumor were linear rather than branching as in other patients. However, it was clear that the seeding was also polyclonal, as the CCFs of the mutations in the red and blue subclones differed in the metastatic tumor, inconsistent with the single-clonal seeding mechanism in which the CCFs in the two subclones should be identical in the metastatic tumor.
Subclonal evolution further suggests polyclonal seeding in CRC metastasis
We next analyzed the evolutionary routes of subclones in primary tumors to reveal their progressions to metastatic tumors, with a particular goal to trace the metastatic subclones back to their ancestors in the primary tumors ( Figure 3 ). We assigned those potentially important mutated genes that were either reported as CRC driver genes [15] or in the Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in Cancer (COSMIC) database (version 70) and CNAs to each subclone to provide insights into the timing of the mutations. The sizes of subclones correspond to mutation CCFs, and the same colors were used as for those in Figure 2 . For patient A01, multiple subclones were present during the evolutionary route, including the cells carrying the yellow subclonal genomic aberrations (PSD, 10q LOH) and the cells carrying the mutations in the blue subclone (SMARCAL1, 8p LOH, 8q Gain). The green subclone could have derived from either the red or the blue subclone, but we were not able to unambiguously resolve the linear relationship based on the available mutation data, and therefore arbitrarily put it under the red subclone (an alternative was to put it under the blue subclone). For patient A03, the two subclones (blue and red) disseminated to the metastatic tumor in a linear relationship, a pattern different from other patients. The two subclones in the metastatic tumor maintained similar relative CCFs to those of the primary tumor during the metastasis progression.
For patient A04, the subclonal architectures in the two primary tumor regions were largely different from each other and thus depicted separately. Based on the subclonal relationships, it was likely that the metastatic tumor originated from cancer cells with a similar subclonal composition to that of the Pri-1 but not Pri-2 region. The two subclones that disseminated to the metastatic tumor were either minor (yellow) or nondetectable (orange) in the Pri-2 region. Overall, data from all patients in our study suggested a polyclonal seeding mechanism for CRC metastasis.
Parallel metastatic dissemination to distant organs independent of lymph nodes
Patient A02 was the only patient with lymph nodes analyzed. The three positive lymph nodes were tightly clustered together, indicating their high genetic similarity (Figure 1 ). The lung metastasis, which was removed 3 years later after the removal of the primary tumor, had a drastically different genetic landscape from those of the positive lymph nodes (Figure 1 ), suggesting that genetically distinct cancer cells from the primary tumor might have migrated to lung and formed the metastasis, likely independent from lymph node invasion. These findings were also supported by the clustering analysis, which demonstrated the higher consistency of mutation CCFs among the three positive lymph nodes than other tumor regions (supplementary Figure S6 , available at Annals of Oncology online). There were extensive but shared subclonal mutations in all positive lymph nodes, suggesting that these subclones likely existed in the same primary tumor and synchronously disseminated to the positive lymph nodes. A02 in Figure 3 supported that the subclones from primary tumors disseminated in parallel to both the positive lymph nodes and the metastatic tumor, suggesting that the metastatic tumor might have derived directly from the primary tumor rather than from positive lymph nodes.
Potential functional relevance of the identified mutated genes
Finally, we conducted a literature review and summarized the potential functional relevance of the mutated genes. Given the large number of identified mutations/genes (supplementary Tables  S5-S8 , available at Annals of Oncology online), we focused on those more robust genes with nonsynonymous trunk mutations (present in all primary, metastatic, lymph nodes, or all tumor regions of the same patients). There were 29, 58, 30 and 67 such genes for patient A01, A02, A03 and A04, respectively (supplementary Table S13 , available at Annals of Oncology online). Based on the COSMIC and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes databases and on the literature review, we assigned each gene to one of the following categories: category 1 (implicated in CRC or cancer metastasis), category 2 (implicated in cancers other than CRC and not in metastasis), and category 3 (not implicated in cancer or metastasis). For patient A01, A02, A03, and A04, the percentage of genes is 44.8%, 29.3%, 43.3%, and 35.8%, respectively, in category 1, and 27.6%, 25.9%, 20.0%, 28.4%, respectively, in category 2. The large number of category 1 and 2 genes further substantiated the reliability and physiological relevance of the genes identified in our study. Because many mutations in COSMIC may not have functional impact, we further curated a highly conservative list of mutations that are either reported with functional evidence in previous studies or stop-gain mutations in tumor suppressor genes (supplementary Table S14 , available at Annals of Oncology online). The most prominent functional mutation identified is KRAS G12D mutation that has been extensively reported in previous studies with compelling functional impacts on CRC tumorigenesis and treatment response [16] [17] [18] .
Discussion
Using multiregion high-depth WES of paired primary and metastatic CRC tumors, we reported here the varying levels of interand intra-individual genomic heterogeneity, the subclonal Figure 3 . Subclonal evolutionary routes from primary to metastatic/lymph node tumors for all patients. The color scheme is the same as that in Figure 2 . The length of the branches in the tree represents the number of somatic mutations in the corresponding subclone, and the thickness of the branches represents the proportion of the tumor cells occupied by the corresponding subclone. The dashed link between subclones indicates that the relationship is not definitive. Mutated genes and CNAs derived in each subclone are labeled along the branches.
architecture, and the evolutionary relationship of subclones. Although ITH is pervasive, the subclones are in general consistent across tumor blocks, suggesting that single-region sequencing of primary or metastatic tumor may be adequate to identify important mutations to guide treatment, although for some patients (e.g. A04) a single biopsy in primary tumor may not be adequate due to elevated mutational differences in primary versus metastatic tumors. For the patient with the trio of primary and metastatic tumors along with positive lymph nodes, we observed that the metastatic tumor and positive lymph nodes originated from independent parental cancer cells in the primary tumors. Indepth evaluations of identified mutations and genes substantiated their physiological relevance and, at the same time, revealed many novel genes that could serve as promising targets for the prediction, prevention, and treatment of CRC metastasis.
The prevailing single-cell origin theory for metastasis [19, 20] has been seriously challenged recently and emerging evidence supports polyclonal seeding. Findings from our current study lend further support to the polyclonal seeding theory in CRC, which, if further proven to be a major metastasis seeding mechanism in large-scale studies, will have profound implications in the prevention and treatment of CRC metastasis. In such scenarios, it is warranted to systematically identify subclones and subclonespecific genetic mutations and their functions to identify subclonal driver genes for better understanding of the metastasis mechanism.
Many genes with non-synonymous trunk mutations identified in this study had been previously associated with CRC treatment resistance, including KRAS [21] Table S13 , available at Annals of Oncology online). We also identified genes that were implicated in treatment response in malignancies other than CRC, such as KRT8 [30] , SMARCE1 [31] , TCF4 [32, 33] , and TPO [34] . The presence of demonstrated functional non-synonymous mutations and stop-gain mutations in tumor suppressor genes (supplementary Table S14 , available at Annals of Oncology online) further substantiated the robustness of our analyses. It should be noted that the large numbers of mutations that do not have available functional evidence may also include genuine functional mutations that have not been functionally characterized in current literature. Additional future studies are needed to investigate their functional roles. However, we only focused on genes with nonsynonymous trunk mutations and might have missed important genes with branch or even leaf mutations.
Overall, our study is one of the first attempts to use multiregion high-depth WES of paired primary and metastatic tumors to tackle the mechanism of subclonal dissemination from primary to metastatic tumors or lymph nodes in CRC. Although the sample size of the current study is relatively small, our data painted a comprehensive picture on subclonal architecture and evolutionary history that warrants further well-powered and in-depth explorations.
